Oxford Brookes University UCU Executive Meeting

Wednesday 11 October 2017

Present: Garry Maguire (GM), Bob Langridge (BL), Alan Reeve (AR) - chair, Juliet Henderson (JH), Tim Jones (TJ), Sola Adesola (SA), Maia Pal (MP), Andy Kilmister (AK) - minutes

Apologies: Stewart Thompson, Steve Hurt, John Le Broglio

Minutes of the meeting of 10 May 2017: These were approved

Matters arising from those minutes: The status of the unfilled positions listed under item 7 of the minutes is now as follows
	Branch Secretary - Maia Pal/Andy Kilmister (co-secretaries)

Health and Safety Rep - Still vacant (see below)
Anti-Casualisation Officer - Still vacant
Business School rep - Andy Kilmister
Union Hours: SA is to consider the number of hours needed for her role as Equality rep and let AR know the result. The branch will then make appropriate representations to her line manager to ensure that her workload plan reflects the allowance needed (Action SA/AR)

Recruitment of members: A number of issues were discussed here
	JH agreed to prepare a brief proposal for a UCU social event to be held at some point in the 2017-2018 academic year - possibly in support of a local charity (Action JH)

MP and AK agreed to look into the possibility of organising some kind of lecture/public meeting to be sponsored by UCU on an issue of ongoing concern to potential members (Action MP/AK)
MP agreed to forward the e-mail sent by Brookes management to Claire Vergerio about induction events for new staff to AR so that he can follow up this issue with management with a view to ensuring a UCU presence at such events (Action MP/AR)
TJ agreed to investigate the possibilities open to us for e-mailing Phd students to inform them about the new free membership of UCU available to Phd students who teach. In the meantime we agreed to encourage all Phd supervisors who are UCU members to let their students know about this offer (Action TJ)
Communication with members: It was agreed that we would use a variety of methods to communicate with members and try to send out regular bulletins on activity using the following methods:
	Articles for Onstream

E-mail messages to members coupled with use of Twitter and other forms of social media
A hard copy newsletter
Regular updating of the web-site
Formation of a WhatsApp group was held over until the appointment of a new branch administrator. Senior executive members agreed to work together to co-ordinate these various communication methods (Action AR/MP/AK/BL)

PDR report: AR reported on this. The new PDR form being used by the university requires staff to link their objectives with the university's business objectives. We have emphasised that this is not sufficient as an overall goal for the PDR process - the process also needs to consider the individual personal development needs of staff. More generally, the PDR process now seems to embody a worrying degree of over-emphasis on performance which could form the basis for a move towards performance related pay. We have been assured by Alison Cross that the university has no intention of implementing PRP but will keep the situation under review.

Branch meetings: We fixed the following dates for branch and executive meetings:

Branch Meetings
	Wednesday 15 November 2017 12.00

Wednesday 7 March 2018 12.00
Wednesday 2 May 2018 12.00 (AGM)
Executive Meeting
	Tuesday 5 December 12.00

Health and Safety Rep: MP had talked to Vivienne Quirke (HSS) who was very interested in the role and in being active within the branch but could not take on the rep's responsibility until the 2018-2019 academic year. It was noted that it was only one day since MP had sent out the last call for expressions of interest in the role so it was possible that others might come forward


